
Stand With St    ckwell!
As a History Student at the University I have a deep and passionate understanding of the 

entrenched gender discrimination women from all walks of life have experienced both 
within, and beyond, the walls of university. This persistent inequality has motivated my 
passion for tackling the real-life issues of day to day female life within the University of 
Manchester, and preparing our young women for the world beyond their years as 

students. I believe that if we come together as a female force we can break the 
reoccurring cycle of gender discrimination. 

If elected I would: 

* Prepare our female students for life beyond our university years by running 
workshops on how to thrive in male dominated workplaces, tackle gender 

discrimination and effectively deal with sexual harassment in the 
workplace.

 
  * Increase the number, and awareness, of safe spaces in and around our 

student areas, especially within Fallowfield, working with taxi services to 
provide an assured and safe means of transport for women in vulnerable 

moments.
 

            * Work closely with Manchester's existing sexual assault charities         
(Manchester Rape Crisis / Survivors Manchester / Manchester Woman's 

Aid) in order to provide instant and effective support for female students 
facing sexual violation or abusive relationships. 



 
* Provide increased free services within the Students Union such as free 
sanitary products, sexual health products, as well as accessible free self-

defence classes.
 

* Work to emphasise transparency both within my own work and wider 
University administration, working with an open-door policy, alongside 

established office hours, to ensure female students from all backgrounds have 
a say in the running of the Students Union.

 
* Address the gender gaps within course syllabuses, using my privileged 

platform to call for the recognition of female academics, especially those from 
ethnic minority backgrounds.

 
* Establish Make Men our Allies events in order to ensure the whole of our 

university is working towards gender equality within every level of university life.


